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1. INTR~DUC~~N 
In some very interesting papers [4-71 Leindler proved a number of 
inequalities. His main result was the integral inequality 
I., sup fi .C(Xi) dt 2 fi IIfiIIpi, 
I I 
(1.1) 
- - m, i=l i= I 
where the sup is taken over Cy=, x,/p, = t, 1 < pi Q 00, Cy=, p;’ = 1, fi are 
non-negative Lebesgue integrable functions, and the norms refer to 
(--00, a>. 
The purpose of the present paper is to prove a result which not only 
unifies Leindler’s inequalities as well as some classical inequalities of 
Hardy ef al. [2], but extends these inequalities to higher dimensions. 
In Section 2 we prove (1.1) when n = 2. A more general result is proved in 
Section 3; Section 4 is devoted to some applications of the main results of 
Section 3. 
2. PROOF OF EQ. (1.1) 
We begin by stating some results that will be used later. Here and 
throughout, integrals are over R = (-co, co) unless a different interval is 
specified. Norm symbols refer to (-co, 00) and the indicated Lp-spaces. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let a, j?,, p2 be real numbers satisfying a/3;’ + a/3;’ = 
1 + a. Zf F, and FI are positive functions belonging to L, then 
a 
F,(x,)F,W,t - kx,) k, 
I 
df 
provided that 0 < a Q pi Q 1 (i = 1 or 2). The inequality is reversed if either 
a>~,~10ra~/?i<O(i=10r2). 
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ProoJ Without loss of generality, we may suppose 0 < a < /3, < 1. Then, 
1 
(I 1 Fl(Xl) F*(k, f - Xl) Q% 
[IJ - F,(x,) F,(k, f - k*X,)‘-~2F*(k, t - k,X,)4’ dx, 
5, 44, = 
I 1 . 
If we apply Jensen’s inequality, namely, 
O<P<L (2.2) 
twice, first with &xl) = F,(k, t - k2~l)B2 dx, and index p,, then with 
dA(x,) = FI(~1)41 kc, and index a/j?, , we obtain 
D 
F,(x,) F,(k, t - &xl) h, 
I 
a 
> 
I 
F,(k, f - k,xl)“2 dx ,].(-)‘B’ [jF,(Xl)51dXl]- 
x 
i 
F,(x,)~’ F,(k, f - k2xl)a(41-6142+8z)‘81 dx, , 
The fact that ap; ’ + c@; ’ = 1 + a, and the change of variable k, t - 
k,x, = x2, give 
F,(x,) F,(k, f - hx,) dx, 
I 
> 
[i 
Fz(~2)42 k;’ dx, 
,.:d5,-l,,j n/41 - 1 
f’,(xA4 dx, 1 
X F,(x# FJk, f - kzx1)42 dx, 1 . 
Multiply this inequality by df and integrate on R = (-00, co) to obtain 
j[J 1 
a ‘F,(x,)F,(k,f-k,x,)du, d  
[J 
a/41-’ 
I [J 1 
am-1)/L?, 
z 1 F,(x,)~~ dx, _ F2(x2)“2 k;’ dx, 
X- 
J [1 
. Fl(xl)b’ Fz(kl f - kzxl)%x, 1 df. 
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Using the fact that @?; ’ + a/3; ’ = 1 + a after applying Fubini’s theorem to 
the last integral on the right, we get 
> k- ‘&I( -4,)/b, AI 2 
[! 
. F,(x,)~’ dx, 1”“‘[ [ F2(x2)52 dx,] alo’. 
To prove the reverse inequality we again suppose without loss of 
generality that (x >jI, >, 1 or a </I, ( 0. Since the functions u -+ no1 and 
u + t@l are continuous convex on R if either a > j?, > 1 or a < /?, < 0, 
Jensen’s inequality is reversed under the above conditions. 
The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose for non-zero real numbers k, , k,, a and any real 
number r, 
F(t;k,,k,.a,Q= 
[ 
j {f’,(x,)F,(k,f - k,x,)h(k,, kz,x,)*}“= dW,) a 
j 4x,) 1 
belongs to the space L(R, dA), where dJ.(x,) = h(k,, k,, x,) dx, . Then 
y,” W, 7 k,, xJ4j y,” F’,(x,) F,(k,f -‘+x,)1 dt I t 
2 (~2 [f’,(x,) F,(k, t - k,x,) W, 5 k,, x,)‘l dt. (2.3) 
Proof: By a well-known theorem (see, for example, [2, Theorem 83]), 
y,” lF,(x,) F,(k, t - kzx,> W . k,v x,)‘l I 
> &; k, , k,, a, 8 
>F& [F,(x,)F,(k,t-k,x,)h(k,,kz,-K,)*l. I 
Consequently, 
2:~” h(k, 3 k,, x,)I . y,x [F,(x,) F,(k,t - 4x,)1 
>&;k,,k,,a,t) 
> ~5 [F,(x,)F,(k,f-k2x,)h(k,, k ,xA41. I 
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Inequalities (2.3) follow at once on integrating the above inequalities with 
respect o dr on R. Thus, the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let P be as in Lemma 2.2 and let a/?;’ + a&’ = 1 + a. 
Suppose L is a non-negative finite measure on R, i.e., 0 < 1(R) < co, and 
M(x) = h(k, , k,, x) a!x for some non-negative bounded function h on R. Then 
J yz [FAX,) Fdk, t- k,Ql d 1 
[J I 
451 
> A {F,(q) h(k,, k,, x,)[+“}~~‘= a’x, 
[J I 
d/O2 
X F2 (x2)‘- dx, , 
where 
A = k;‘k~c’-a~)‘o,(~(R)-l[~~,x h(k,, k,, x,)1-N”)” 
holds for all a, 0 < a Q /3, < 1, i = 1 or 2; and 
J ~2 [F,(x,)F,(k,t-k,x,)h(k,, kwd’l ‘it 
[J 
a141 <B F,(xp’= du, 1 [, 
al42 F~(xz) 62 ladx 2 71 (2.5) 
where 
B = k;‘k:dO’“1-51’~I(R)-‘[~~~ h(k,, k,, x,)]‘+~‘=)~, 
isvalidwheneithera>b,>l ora<p,<O,i=l or2. 
Remark. The function h(k, , k2, x) = C exp(-D 1x1), where C = C(k,, k,) 
and D = D(k,, k,) are independent of x, is readily seen to satisfy the 
hypothesis of the theorem. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose 0 < a <p, < 1. From 
Lemma 2.2, we have 
J yg [F,(x,) F,(k t - k,xJl d I 
2 III~ h(k,, k,, x,)-l J F(t; k,, k2, a, C) dt 
= {A(R)-‘[yz h(k,, kz, x,)1-““)” 
1 
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X {F,tx,)F,(k,f-k,x,)h(k,, k,,x,)‘}‘l”dW) ad? 
I 
= (~tR)-‘[~~h(k,,k~,x,)l-~=}= I 
I 
a 
X F-,(x,) W,, 4, x,1 [+= F2(k,f - k,x,)}“” dx, dr 
>A [J . {F,(q) h(k,, k,, x,)~+“}ol’adx, *” I [j Fz(x2)42’P dx, *& 1 
by virtue of Lemma 2.1. 
Starting from Lemma 2.2 once more, we have 
,fF$ IF,(x,)F,(k,t-k,x,)h(k,,k,,x,)“]dt 
6 I’ F(<t; k, , k,, a, t) dl 
=A@-” \ [, {F,(x,)F,(k,r- k,x,)}‘“h(k,, k,,x,)l+o”dx,]adr 
X i 
[ 
( {F,(x,) F,(k,t - k,x,)}“” du, 1 a dt . . 
<‘B I 
n/D2 
F,(x,)~“” dx, F2(xJD2’= dx, , 
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2.1 when a a/?, > 1 or 
CZ</~~<O, i= 1 or 2. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Taking < = -a/2 in inequalities (2.4) and (2.5), we get 
.i ~2 P’,(x,) FAk, l- k,x,)l dt 
2 {i(R)-‘(tnn h(k,, k2,x,)]“*}= k;‘k’;“-B’K41 
X j F,(x,)‘~‘~ h(k,, k2,x,)41’2 dx, a/D1 I I I 
alD2 F2(X2P & (2.6) 
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when 0 < a SD,< 1, i= 1 or 2; and 
( {n(R,-‘[nll h(k,,,, x,)]‘y k;‘ky51v51 
451 
1 [.i 1 
d42 
X F,(x,)“~” dx, F&d5da dx, , (2.7) 
provided either a 2 8, > 1 or a <pi ( 0, i = 1 or 2. 
fh-vose h(k,, k2, xl) = C(k,, k,) exp(-2C(k,, k,) 1 x1 I), where 
C(k, , k,) > 0. Then h is non-negative and bounded on R. Moreover 1(R) = 1 
and m=,leR W,, k,, xl) = W,, k2). C onsequently, inequalities (2.6) and 
(2.7) yield. 
1 ~z; P’,(x,)Fz(k, t - k,x,)l dt 
> C(k, , k,)” k; ‘k;(‘-41M41 
X 
[i 
F1W4”” exp(--A WI v kJ Ix, I) Q% 
I 
a/4 I
1 
42 
X FdxA lwa ak, ) O(a<p,<l,i=lor2. (2.8) 
and 
\ ~2 [F&J F,(k, t - k,x,) ewW(k, v k2) Ix1 111 dt 
1 
a/41 
< C(k,, k,)” k;1kf(‘-D1W4’ F,(x,) 51’a dx, 
1 
a/l’2 
X F2(~2)82’a dx, (2.9) 
where either a>Pi> 1 or a</?,<O, i= 1 or 2. 
An interesting inequality arises when 0 < a </Ii < 1, 1 ,< i < 2, k, =&a-’ 
and k, = /3,p; ‘. To see this, suppose a-‘P, + pi as a --) O+, i = 1 or 2. Then 
byourchoicesofa,~,and~,,p,~l,i=1,2andp;’+p;’=l.Conse- 
quently, if we put C(k, , k,)” = k, k:51-‘)a/41 and consider the limiting case 
a+O+, inequality (2.8) becomes 
max 
. x,sR 
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P%) f'hzt - WA) 41 dt 
263 
(2.10) 
which is inequality (1.1) when n = 2. 
An interesting analogue of inequality (2.10) can be obtained from (2.9) 
whena<Bi<O,i=l or2.Toseethis,letaj?;‘-+q;‘asa+O-,i=lor2. 
Thus, our choices of a, j3, and /3* imply 0 < qr < 1 and qi < 0, i # j, 1 B i, 
j< 2 and l/q, + l/q,= 1. Taking k, =Pza-‘, k2=P2P;’ and C(k,,k,)“= 
k ,?p~i’(D~-‘), we have 
I 2 
(_ ~5 [f-,(x,) F&t- W~h)l dt 
UPI < [.i - F,(x,)~~ dx, 1 [F,(X,)42 dxzpq2 (2.11) 
on letting a -+ O-. 
3. GENERALIZATIONS 
Here we generalize the results of Section 2 to any number of non-negative 
Lebesgue measurable functions defined on R” or on a torus T,,: let G stand 
for either of these groups. Integrals will now be over G. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (Fi), 1 < i < n, be a finite sequence of nonnegative 
functions in L(G, dp). Define, for an arbitrary sequence of real numbers 
(Pi)l<i$n and aER, 
vk P, 7 P* ,*.., Pm. 4 = F,((P,la)t) if m=l, 
= w(*;P,,Pz,..., IL) * LWWO) if m>l, 
where 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let (/?f)l(l,.n be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers 
which satisfy 
iaB;l=l+(n-l)a (3.1) 
I=1 
for some fixed real number a. Then 
j [v(t;p,,...,P,,, a)]” 44) 2 fi Q, [j~i(x,)5~~(x,)]““‘, (3.2) 
where Q, =/3p-a’41, 1 <i< n - 1, and Q, = a/3;u15n if 0 <a < 
L;i,/3,~-~+1-k]-‘,<1, lgk<n,p,>O, l,<i<n,providedpislinear 
The inequality is reversed, i.e., 
J’ Iv& Pl ,..., /A, v a)]” 44t) 4 fi Q, [I F,(x,)” 44x,)] a’4i (3.3) 
ifeithera>,[~~=,~;‘+l-k]-‘>,lora([~~=,~;’+l-k]-‘<O. 
These ineqalities are strict unless either Fi = constant, 1 Q i < n or F, = 0 
forsomei, l<i,<n,ora=l. 
Remark. The expression [Cf=, PI’ + 1 - k] -’ can be replaced by 
[ 
j&7;‘-8;‘+2-n -’ 1 , l(j&n. I=1 
ProoJ If n = 1, inequality (3.2) as well as inequality (3.3) reduces to the 
obvious equality 
I [v4t;D19 a)]” 44t) = ~J’lWl/4tY 44) 
1 
44 I 
since a =/I,. 
It therefore suffices to prove the theorem for n ) 2. Suppose n = 2. Then 
= [~F,(x,)F,(Wa)t * (cCJBl)rl)-‘) 44-G]“. 
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If we apply Jensen’s inequality (2.2) twice, first with &(x,) = F*(&/a)f * 
((p,//?,)x,)-I)42 C&(X,) and index j?r, then with M(x,) = F,(x,)“’ C&(X,) and 
index c&‘, we obtain 
[v&i PlP2, a>Y 
> 
Ir 
. WIP 44x1) 
I 
(a/51) - 1 
[ I 
au31 - I)/51 
x jF2W2/4t * (P2xl/Pl)-1YW(xl) 
X jF1(x1)4’F2((82/a)f * (P2~,/~,)~1)a(5~~5~4*+42’~41 
An application of hypothesis (3.1) and a change of variable, 
Wa)t * (V2/Pl) xl)-’ =x2, gives 
x CPl/P2)‘“14”~1~~l(xl)5’F2((PJa>~ * W/Blh-1~2 44-W 
Multiply this inequality by &(t) and integrate on G to obtain 
j [v(cBl~P2~a)l” 44) 
b/42) - 1 
2 j Fl(xl)” @(xl) (=“‘)-’ I [J . F,(x,)~~ &(x2)] co,/l32) ((1152) - I 
pFl(xl)51 F2((P21a)t * (WPl)xl)-1)5* 44x,) 44). I 
After applying Fubini’s theorem to the last integral on the right, we find 
1 Iw(t;8,,P2,a)laclr(f)~~ ( )‘i’z’-‘[~F,(~~)b’~(~l)]~” 
[J I 
442 x - F2(~2)~~dcI(x2) 9 
which is inequality (3.2) when n = 2. 
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Hence, inequality (3.2) holds for n = 2. Assume inequality (3.2) holds for 
tZ= k: 
j [w(r;P,,P2,...,Pk,a)l=d~(t)~ fj QiIIC%i,cx~ 
i=l 
where 
and 
We shall show that 
where 
Let 
&31:‘=l+(k-l)or, 
i= 1 
(3.4) 
y be an arbitrary real number which satisfies 0 < a < y ( 1 and let y 
depend on (&)l<i<k9 i.e., 
a+ a -=l+a. 
Y pk+, 
(3.6) 
The functions u--,uy and u+ udy are continuous concave on G. Conse- 
quently, we have as in the case n = 2, 
x Fk+L((Pk+l/a)f * '-* > &(vk/Pk+ I)')]= &tf) 
> e (&," [I' W(Zi~~,...,P*tI)y~~(z)]n'y 
x j Fk+ ,cxk+ dDk+' +txk+ 1) 1 "4*+'* 
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Now we use the inductive hypothesis, i.e., inequality (3.4) with the parameter 
a in the function w replaced by j.Ik+, and the index a replaced by y. The 
result is 
1 
WY 
where 
Qi = py- Y’41, l<i<k-1, 
Q’,=p,+, ./l;y/% 
Simplifying, we obtain 
Since C:=, v/3;’ = 1 + (k - l)y, i.e., 
Y -&-yL+l-k. 
i=l 
it follows from Eq. (3.6) that 
k+I 
x c&‘= 1 +ka. 
i=l 
Therefore, if inequality (3.2) is valid for n = k, then it holds for n = k + 1. 
Since the functions u -+ u4i and u -+ u *4i, 1 < i < n, are continuous convex 
on R” if either a 2 /I1 > 1 or a <B, < 0, 1 Q i < n, inequality (3.2) is reversed 
under the given conditions, i.e., when either a > [Cr=, p; ’ + 1 - k] -I > 1 or 
a~[CT=,P;‘+l-k]-‘(0, lgk<n. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we only need to observe that 
equality holds in Jensen’s inequality (2.2) if and only if H = constant or 
p= 1. Hence inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) are strict unless either w(t;/3,, 
/I, ,..., /I,, a) = constant (i.e., Fi = constant, 1 < i Q n) or a = 1. In particular. 
w; P, ,-**, /I,, a) 3 0 if and only if Fi 3 0, for some i, 1 < i < n. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let ,u be as in Theorem 3.2. Suppose for all real numbers 
< and a # 0 and k,, k, E R, the scalar field 
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= ( tF,(x,) F,W, t * (k,x,)-‘) W, 3 kz, x,Y}“= 4-q) = 
/ W,) I 
belongs to L(G, dp). Then the inequalities 
I,“,” W, 3 k,, x,“j I zt~ P’,(x,)J’,(k,t * WA-‘)1 44) 
2 - ~2 PWP,@,t* (k,x,)-‘)h(k,,k~,~,)~l MO J I 
>, I 
&; k, 1 k,, 6 a) 44t) 
2 - ~2 [f’,(q) FzW, t * (k-W’) W, 3 k,, xl)‘] 440 J 
(3.7) 
I 
are valid. 
ProoJ By [2, Theorem 831, we have 
tt’z; W,Jkx,)’ F;; [F,(x,)F,W,t* WA-‘)1 I 
> y; [F,(x,)~z(k,t * (k-G-‘1 W,, k,, xd’l I 
2 &‘<t; k, ,k,, t, a) 
2 y$ [F,(x,)F,(k,t * (k,x,)-‘1 W,, k,, x,)‘]. I 
We now multiply these inequalities by dp(t) and integrate on G to obtain the 
assertion of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let p, t, a, k,, k, and P be as in Theorem 3.3 and let /I, 
and & be two real numbers atisfying a/?;’ + @;’ = 1 + a and with k, and 
k, depending on a, p, and &. Suppose, in addition, 1 is a non-negative 
measure on G with 0 < A(G) < 00 and dA(x) = h(k,, k,, x) dp(x) for some 
non-negative bounded function h defined on G. Then 
j ;f~ [J-,(x,) F,(k, t * @,xX1)1 ClsrW 
F’,(x,) W,, 4, x,) 
x [ (3.8) 
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where 
A = k;‘k:“/4’“‘-41){IZ(G)-‘[ rnn h(k,, k,, x,)1-l’=)=, 
holds for all a, 0 < a <pi < 1, i = 1 or 2, and 
i min [F,(x,) F,(k, t * (k2x,)-‘) W,, k,, xl)“1 440 .G xncG 
<B F,(x,)~~“? &(x1) ]=“’ [ ( F2(~2)52/u dp(x,)]in: (3.9) 
where 
B =k;‘k:d”“‘-D1)(~(G)-‘[~~ h(k,,kz,x,)]‘+u”}“, 
I 
Proof The result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
Theorem 3.4 can be extended to any arbitrary finite number of non- 
negative functions in L(G, dp). The result is as follows: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let a, (Pi)L<iCn, p be as in the preceding theorems and 
let ,I be a finite measure on G. Suppose for some non-negative bounded 
function 
h(k, x), (k, x) E R”xG”- ‘, dA(x) = h(k, x) dp(x) 
and 
0 <A(G=-‘) < co, 
where 
k = (k, ,..., k,) and x = (x, ,..., x,- ,). 
For real numbers r and a + 0, let 
%; k 6 a) 
=[ 
jGn-t {nlz: F,(x,) F,(k,f * (Cyz: * kixi)-‘) h(k, x)‘}“~ dA(x) a 
jG”-1 dk(x) 1 
be in L(G, &), where F, E L(G, dp), 1 Q i < n and cl:: * kixi = 
k,x, * ... * k.-,x,,-,. Furthermore, if 
n-1 
h&x)= n h(k,,kl,Xi) I=1 
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and (Pi)l<i<n is a finite sequence of real numbers satisfying X:=1 a/l;’ = 
1 + (n - 1)a. then the following inequalities are valid 
where 
Q = [ fj Q,] {W3n-1)-1[x$y, h(k, x)1-““}“, 
.S=l 
Q, = k;‘-, l<s<n-1; Q, =k,‘, 
provided 
n-1 -1 
n P,:‘+P-n) 1 < 1, 0 <Pk< 1, lgkcn, i=l 
and 
Fi(Xi)J’pg k t * )J ( ,, (1:: * kixi)-‘)‘] k(t) 
(3.11) 
where 
whenever either 
n-1 
fi/3;‘+2--n -‘>I, 1 Pk.21, l<k<n, 
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n-l 
a< n P;‘+2-n -‘CO, 
[ 
Pk<O, l<k<n. 
i=l 1 
Inequalities (3.10) and (3.11) still persist if we replace the expression 
n-l 
-’ n p;‘+2-n 
i=l 1 
n-l 
1 -’ n /j;‘+2-n-B:’ J 9 l<j<n. i=l 
ProoJ By Lemma 2.2, we have 
[ 
n-l 
.y$%, n Fi(xi) Fn kn 
i=l 
( t* ($1 *k,xi)m’)h(k,X)‘] 
n-1 
> P(t; k, r, a) > min 
KEG”-’ n f’i(xi) Fn (k,t * (zy * kixi) -‘) h(k X)‘]. i=l 
Since 
x~$~, [n: Fi(xi)F, (k,t* (5’ *k,Xi)-‘)h(lr,X)‘] 
i=l 
G x~y, [h(k, x>ld xytx_ ” L [D: Fi(xi)F” (k,t * (5’ * kixi) -‘)I 
i=l 
and 
,I$?, [h(k, x)][+~ A(Gn-‘)-n 
X [lGnm, IF: Fi(xi)Fn (k,t* (5’ *ki~i)~‘) [““&(x)]^ 
i=l 
a,$~-, [b: Fi(Xi)F, (k,t* (5’ *kixi)-‘) h(k,X)‘], 
i=l 
we have on integrating over G with respect to dp(t), 
> xy$~, [h(k, x)] -* 1 i% k, CT a) 4(t) 
-G 
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and 
[ min [ 5 Fi(Xi)F, (k,t * (k’ * kixi)-‘) h(k,x)‘] do uG CC"-' 
i=l 
< ,:~a, [h(k, x)1”+” A(Gn-‘)-a 
x jG [jGn-, ]I!: Fi(xi) Frt (kn’* (z: * kixi)-‘) 
An application of Theorem 3.2 yields the desired results 
Taking < = -a/2 in inequalities (3.10) and (3.11) we have 
., x~$~, [B:Fi(xi)Fn (knt * ($: * kiXi)-‘) ] h(t) ! 
n-1 
> Q, n [ 1 (Fi(Xl) h,(k, ; kiv x~)~‘*}~“~ i=l G &(xil]u’b’ 
x 
[ 
I, F,kd”‘= &(~n)]=‘~“, (3.12) 
where 
Q, = [ fi Q,] lW”-‘)-‘[x~G~, 4k~#‘Z~a~ $=I 
provided 
and 
1 
-1 
< 1, 0 <Pk< 1, l<k<n; 
.i xsfm, [ py Fi(Xi) F, (k”t * (5’ * kiXi)-’ ) h(k~X~~a”] h(t) 
I 
i=l 
(3.13) 
whenever either 
[ 
II-1 
a> n&F*+24 -‘a1 1 9 &>l 3 l<k<n, i=l 
or 
a< fl /?;‘+2-n -l<O, 
[ 
n-1 
&<O, l<k<n. 
I=1 1 
Now take h(k, x) = I-If=: C(k, ,..., k,) exp(-2C(k, ,..., k,) ip(xi where 
k, > 0, 1 < i < n. Then h is non-negative and bounded on G”-I, 
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A@“-I)= . 
1 h(k x) 44~) G”C’ 
= lj; [Cw,,..., k,) [ ev(-2C(k, ..., kn) Ilu(xi)l) 9(x;) = I; 
“G 1 
and 
n-l 
max h(k, x) = n C(k, ,..., k,). 
SC”-’ i=l 
Consequently, if we set 
n-1 
C(k, , kz ,..., k,) = kl,(“-h-’ n k;(ll(n-1))(D;‘-l), 
i=l 
inequalities (3.12) and (3.13) yield 
whenever 
i=l 
I 
-1 
< 1, 0 <Pk< 1, l<k<n, 
n-1 
B = n [k; (I/(n- I))@;‘- 1) 1 n 
k[(“- l)UI-’ 
lP(xi)l; 
and 
j=I 
Fi(xi) F, (k,t * (:I * kix;) -’ ) exp(aB)] h(t) (3.15) 
where either 
Or 
9 8.1 k/ 3 l<k<n, 
n-1 
fi /3;‘+2-n -k, 
I 
Pk<o, l<k<n. 
In the following section, we shall require aB + 0 as a + 0. 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
Several results are immediate consequences of the theorems proved in 
Section 3. We shall highlight three classes of these corollaries. 
First, we shall obtain some specific general results from inequalities (3.14) 
and (3.15) by considering two cases, namely, (i) 0 < a < 1 and 
(ii) - 1 < a < 0. The case (a 1 > 1 is of little or no interest. 
It is easily verified that if 0 < a Q 1, the hypotheses on a and (/3i),<i<n 
imply 0 < a </Ii < 1, 1 < i < n. Consequently, if (P,)l,,i<n and a are such 
that Pia-’ + pi, 1 <i<n, as ajO+, then pi> 1, l(i<n and 
CI=l l/pi= 1. S etting k, = /I, /3; ‘, I < s < n - 1 and k, = ap; ‘, we obtain 
from inequality (3.14) on letting a --* Of, 
(4.1) 
where x,1=, l/p, = 1, pi > 1. 
Consider the case when -1 < a <P, < 0, 1 Q i Q n, in inequality (3.15). 
Suppose a@;‘+q;’ as a+O-, 1 < i < n. Then the choices of a and 
Vi)L<i<n imply that q,<O for somej, 1 <jjn, 0 <q,< 1, i+ j, 1 <i<n 
and CT=, l/q, = 1. Without loss of generality, we may take qn < 0 and 0 < 
qi < 1, 1 < i < n - 1. In this case, inequality (3.15) yields an interesting 
analogue of inequality (4.1), namely, 
(4.2) 
where for all i, if j, O<q,< 1, q,<O and CY=, l/s,= 1. 
A. Prikopa-Leindler Inequalities 
Let G be the additive group of real numbers. Then, we obtain the 
following results from the foregoing section. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let (Fl),CiGn be non-negative Lebesgue measurable 
functions. Let 1 < pi Q m, 1 ( i Q n, where Cy= 1 l/p, = 1. For some j, 1 < 
j < n, let qj ,< 0 and q, < 1, i # j, where C;=, l/q, = 1. Then 
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and 
.; r=~;,,q, [fiJW,)]dG fi [i,F,(~ir’dx,]‘~~- ! (4.4) 
Inequalities (4.3) and (4.4) are direct consequences of inequalities (4.1) and 
(4.2), respectively. 
Inequality (4.3) is Leindler’s inequality (1.1). Inequality (4.4) is equivalent 
to 
where 
Pi = Yi if qi > 0, 
= - yi if qi < 0. 
Following Leindler’s method one can easily show that the constant 
(nf=, 1 qijv9’) is the best possible in inequality (4.5). 
Another immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5 is Prikopa’s 
generalization of Leindler’s inequality (1.1). Indeed, if G = R” and addition 
and multiplication of elements in R” by real scalars are defined in the usual 
way, then we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let (Fi),<[<, be real-valued functions in L(R”, dx), 
xER”. Then 
where pi > 1, 1 Q i < n, qi < 0, 1 < i < n, ii+ j, 0 < qj < 1 and xl=, l/p, = 
C;= 1 l/qi = l* 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary (4.1); hence it is omitted. 
From Theorem 3.2, when n = 2, we can easily derive inequality (3) in 
Leindler’s paper [6]. Taking G to be the group of integers in Theorem 3.5 
4091’85i I 19 
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produces an improvement of Leindler’s series inequalities (see [5; 6, 
Theorem]). 
B. Some Classical Inequalities of Hardy, Littlewood and PdIya 
In a recent paper [l] Boas and the author showed that Theorems 274 and 
340 in [2] are easy consequences of Theorem 3.2 when n = 2. Besides these 
theorems, some generalizations of Theorem 274 in [2], more precisely 
Theorems 276 and 277 together with their generalizations and 
analogues-Theorems 278, 280 and 281 in [2]-are also special cases of 
Theorem 3.2. 
Another interesting and immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2, that is 
worthy of note, is the following: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let n be a positive integer and let m > 1. Suppose 
qt; n) = j I(x,)...~(x~-,)f(t-~‘~~)dr,...dx.,. 
R”-l i=l 
Then 
j 
[J 
mn-m+l 
- [@(t; n)]” dt < f(t)mnl(m”-m+‘) dt 
I 
(4.8) 
R R 
and 
[J 
(m+n-lb/m 
I 
. [@(t; n)] 1’m dt > f(t)“‘“+“- ‘) dt 
I 
(@I 
R R 
ProoJ Let G be the additive group of real numbers and let F, = f, 
1 < i < n, in Theorem 3.2. If a = m and p, = mn/(mn + 1 - m), 1 < i Q n, 
then inequality (3.3) reduces to inequality (4.8). Inequality (4.8) with m = 2 
and n = k is Theorem 282 in [2]. Theorem 283 in [2] is also an immediate 
consequence of this inequality. 
If, however, a = l/m and /3i = n/(m + n - l), 1 <i < n, then inequality 
(3.2) becomes inequality (4.9). This proves the assertion of the theorem. 
C. Periodic Functions 
Other interesting developments arise when the group G is further 
specialized. For instance, if G is the circle group, we obtain interesting 
results on periodic functions. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let (F[),<,<,, be arbitrary non-negative Lebesgue 
measurable functions in L (G = (--K, n), (2~)~’ dr). If p, ) 1, 1 < i Q n, and 
c;=, I/p,= 1, 
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(4.10) 
Further, if for some j, 1 <i< n, qj< 1 and q1 < 0, i# j, where 
s;= , l/q,= 1. then 
(4.1 1) 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Corollary 4.1 and we omit it. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let n be a positive integer and let m > 1. Suppose 
@(t; n) = (2X)-“+ I jz -i’* j-(x,) ... f(x,-,)/(t - y’ x;) dx, ... d-v,. ,. 
.‘--n -r ,z, 
Then 
&I” [@(t;n)]“dt< [+-iW S(t)““‘““-“+‘)dt]~~+’ (4.12) 
-n --R 
and 
-$[I 
?I 
[@(t; n)]“mdt> [$- In f(t)J(m+n-” dr]‘nini”~. (4.13) 
’ -n 
Proox Let G be the circle group. Then h(x) = (2~))’ dx. To prove 
inequality (4.12), we set F, = f, 1 < i < n, a = m and pi = mn/(m + n - I), 
1 < i < n, in Theorem 3.2. Then inequality (3.3) reduces to inequality (4.12). 
The proof of inequality (4.13) is similar. Indeed, we set Fi = f, 1 < i < n. 
a = I/m and pi = n/(m + n - I), I ,< i Q n, in Theorem 3.2. Again inequality 
(3.2) becomes inequality (4.13). 
The case n = 2 of inequality (4.12) is Theorem 284 in [ 21. 
Finally, let us remark that Corollaries 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 can be generalized 
to functions which are Lebesgue measurable on R” (n > I) (see 
Corollary 4.2). 
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